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Sony A7III,
A7RIII, A9 Cage 

Parts and Features 

1 Inferno Monitor Lock 

1 Metabones Support
4X

Optional Accessories

The Sony A7III/A7RIII/A9 Cage 
is our “no-cage” cage 
compatible with the Sony 
A7RIII, A7III and A9 mirrorless 
cameras. It is lightweight and 
compact, and packs in a ton of 
features! The Cage screws into 
the bottom of the camera with 
a provided ¼ 20 screw. It also 
attaches to the sides of the 
camera, using the Sony eyelets 
neck strap connection with 
provided screws. It includes a 
Zacuto camera hand strap for a 
secure and comfortable grip on 
the camera. The cage ends at 
the eyelet neck strap connec-
tion, allowing you to use the 
camera's built in handgrip, 
keeping the cage small and 
light and have easy access to 
all camera controls.

The top of the cage includes 
numerous ¼ 20 for mounting 
accessories. It also has a built 
in Z-Rail for mounting an 
optional top handle or other 
accessories. The bottom of the 
cage has 2 ¼" 20 threads and 
a 3/8" 16 thread for a tripod 
plate and a built in dovetail to 
slide into a VCT Pro shoulder 
mount baseplate or VCT Pro 
dock so you can quickly move 
your camera from handheld, to 
shoulder mount, to tripod 
shooting. The dovetail 
connection point is also where 
you will connect the optional 
15mm lightweight rod support 
for attaching matte boxes, 
follow focuses, motors, etc. It 
will also slide onto our VCT Pro 
and VCT Pro Dock.

The cage is designed for full 
access to the camera’s battery 
door, hotshoe and full button 
control. There is also an 
optional Metabones adapter 
support. Included with the 
cage is a left wooden handgrip 
with a built in cold shoe. 
Putting the coldshoe on the 
left gets it out of the way of the 
XLR cables for the optional 
XLR-K2M audio module 
mounted to the camera’s 
hotshoe. For those using the 
HDMI output, the cage 
includes an HDMI cable clamp 
to hold the full size HDMI cable 
steady to reduce strain.

Assembling Sony Cage Optional Accessories

If using a Metabones adapter for EF mounts, attach Metabones 
cage adapter by securing to cage using two allen screws. Attach 
Metabones cage adapter to Metabones lens adapter using 
additional two allen screws.
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1

1

HDMI Cable Clamp

Removable Side Handle

Camera Hand Strap
Included

1 ¼ 20 Screw

1 ¼ 20 Holes

1 Coldshoe1 Right Angle Adapter

Assembling Sony Cage

1 Remove the neck strap ring from
each side of the camera eyelets. 

2 Insert camera into cage by angling right side of camera in first and 
then the left side until camera’s ¼-20 hole aligns with cage’s ¼-20 
hole. Push top of camera down and forward until neck strap 
eyelets align with screw holes in cage. Thread ¼-20 screw through 
cage and into camera and two allen screws through neck strap 
eyelets and into cage.

3 Align HDMI clamp over the camera’s HDMI port 
and loosen silver screw.

4
Insert right angle HDMI adapter into camera.Reinsert thumb 
screw back into HDMI clamp and tighten on right angle HDMI 
adapter.

1 Top Handle

1 Rod Lock

2X

2X

Coldshoe

1 ¼ 20 Screw

Cage Bottom



Top Handle
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Check out our
tutorial videos
at zacuto.com

Assembling Sony Cage Optional Accessories

Left Loose

Right TightPull knob out 
to reposition.

LEFT LOOSE RIGHT TIGHT

Lever Usage

To attach the top handle rod lock, insert the rod lock into the end 
of the handle and tighten the two philips screws.

To attach shogun inferno monitor lock, remove two philips screws 
from bottom of inferno case. Monitor lock can be oriented in 
either of two positions. Position 1 allows increased forward tilt for 
low angle viewing. Position 2 allows increased backwards tilt for 
high angle viewing. Attach monitor lock to case using two 
supplied phillips screws and ¼-20 screw. Align monitor lock with 
zrail on top of cage and attach by turning tie down knob in 
clockwise direction. 

To attach the top handle, slide the jaw clamp into the cage’s built 
in zrail and tighten lever.

Position 1 Position 2

Rod Lock

¼ 20 Screw

When repositioning monitor, tighten levers 
to ensure monitor is locked in place.


